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INVESTIGATION OF TRAFFIC ACCIDENT: GATE DEFORMATIONS
DURING MOTOR VEHICLE-GATE INTERACTION
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Statistical data of registered traffic accidents in Lithuania is presented. The specific traffic accident investigated using the
mathematical model of transport and pedestrian traffic restricting gate which is designed and briefly presented in paper. There are two
sections of the gate: first section restricted the traffic of motor vehicles, second section limited the traffic of pedestrians. The gate was
modelled based on the first-order one-dimensional finite elements taking into account only the resilience of the gate elements and the impact
of soil on the ground-embedded parts of the gate support and auxiliary posts. The deformations of gate elements were determined based on
the mathematical model designed. The computer-run simulation (for the purpose of working out the mathematical model of gate) was
performed using specially developed Maple and Compaq Visual Fortran Professional software-based applied programs.
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1. Introduction
A motor vehicle is the most comfortable and popular means of transport; however, it causes a lot of
problems for all road users.
Traffic accidents occur every 15 seconds, in which people suffer. One person is injured every 1.5 minute,
i.e. one thousand people are injured during 24 hours. Thus, one million inhabitants of the Earth are lost in the
period of three years [1]. The number of old motor vehicles exceeding its own resources several times has
increased in Lithuania. Following statistics, one person is killed every 8 hours, and one person is injured each
hour on Lithuanian roads [1].
Each year approximately 6200 registered traffic accidents occur in Lithuania (Figure 1) [2]. The types of
accidents vary. To study accidents of various types accurately, first of all, the universal dynamic model of the
motor vehicle as well as the model of the road and various obstacles shall be constructed [1, 3–5].
In order to restrict the incoming/outgoing traffic of motor vehicles to/from a particular private or
safeguarded territory, there being used various gates installed in yards as well as in streets or on automobile
roads. The preferences of natural persons and legal entities for one or another type and style of yard gates depend
on the trends and demands prompted by the modern style of life. Anyway, whether simple or highly
sophisticated, all gates perform the same function – they open or close access to private estates or safeguarded
areas. The gates themselves may be made of wood, metal, plastic or a combination of these (Figure 2) [3, 6].
A gate, though viewed as an obstacle subject to deformation, is not attributed to the category of road
guardrails even if the structure of some gates could be assumed, based on visual judgment, as corresponding to
that of road guardrails. The function of road guardrails is to reduce the probability of motor vehicle violating the
traffic by keeping it within the limits of roadway and by guiding its travel along the longitudinal axis of the
guardrail and/or fully stopping it [3–5]. To enable the aforementioned functions, the guardrails are designed in
such a way as to ensure full or partial absorption of a motor vehicle kinetic energy thanks to the deformation of
guardrail structural elements occurring at certain specific accelerations developed during an impact. Thus, as
mentioned before, the function of deforming gates is to restrict transport and pedestrian traffic.
The deformations of gate elements may be investigated using the same simulation models and software as
employed for testing the deformation properties exhibited by the elements of road guardrails. The models
designed for investigating the deformations of beam guardrail systems may be also successfully applied. Further
the paper presents the case-study of a particular traffic accident which took place in one of the Lithuanian cities.
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As claimed by the participants and witnesses of the traffic accident, the motor vehicle did crash into the gate
erected at the end of the street to restrict the incoming traffic of motor vehicles and pedestrians to a particular
territory.
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Figure 1. Statistical data of registered traffic accidents in Lithuania:
a – dynamics of traffic accidents in 2000–2007; b – distribution of traffic accidents by type in 2007

Figure 2. The gates erected to restrict transport and pedestrian traffic

Worldwide, there exists a great variety of mathematical models and software developed specially for the
purpose of investigating deformations of various structural elements [1, 3–5, 7–10]. As noted before, the models
designed for testing the deformations of road guardrail and beam guardrail system elements appear to be most
suitable for testing the deformation properties of gate elements, too. The studies covered in the above overview,
however, represent only a very small share of all the extensive research efforts existing world-wide and devoted
to herein addressed subject. Some studies are conducted using very costly hardware and software whereas others
require the performance of ordered on-scene experiments which, too, are very expensive. The authors of this
publication tried to carry out the investigation of the selected traffic accident and the analysis of potential
deformations on the elements of transport and pedestrian traffic restricting gates developed during motor
vehicle–gate interaction as least-cost and accurate as possible. The models applied for investigating this
particular case are presented in the [1, 3–5] papers.

2. Brief Review of Traffic Accident
As it was mentioned in Introduction, the particular traffic accident took place in one of the Lithuanian
cities. While examining the traffic accident, the authors of this publication identified the presence of some
contradictory facts. On the street road concerned, there was installed a gate restricting the traffic of motor
vehicles and pedestrians. The scheme of the gate is presented in Figure 3. The gate was of the type which could
rotate around the pivot of the gate support post and rest against the auxiliary post while in closed position. The
gate support and auxiliary posts were erected on the street pavements (Figure 4).
One section of the gate (the longer one) restricted the traffic of motor vehicles while the other (the shorter
one) limited the traffic of pedestrians. Neither the gate nor the posts were found in place after the traffic accident.
Later, the gates were found and they appeared to contain some queer deformations. The section restricting the
traffic of motor vehicles was found with its arch symmetrically deformed (Figure 5). The ground-embedded
remains of the posts stayed in place but the posts themselves were missing producing the effect as if they had
been accurately truncated (they were not found on the scene). The section of the gate which restricted the traffic
of pedestrians was not found, either.
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Figure 3. The scheme of the investigated gate

Figure 4. The scheme of motor vehicle–gate imaginary interaction (the gate is tightly closed)

Figure 5. Deformations identified on the section of gate which restricts the traffic of motor vehicles (the top-view, only left side of horizontal
beams from support post are deformed, vertical beams are not deformed)

3. Mathematical Model of Gate
The potential deformations of gate elements were investigated using the Finite Element Method. The
mathematical gate model was developed based on the mathematical model of road guardrail [3, 4].
The gates were modelled using the first-order one-dimensional finite elements (Figure 6) [1, 3, 4]. At the
moment of an impact, the nodes of finite elements change their position within the system of X – Y – Z
coordinates (a gate develops deformations). Therefore, while modelling, only the resilience of gate elements as
well as soil impact upon the ground-embedded parts of the gate support and auxiliary posts were taken into
consideration [3, 4].

a)

b)

Figure 6. The first-order one-dimensional finite element:
a – the scheme within the system of X–Y–Z coordinates; b – the deformations on X–Y plane
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Since a gate is a mechanical system, the system of finite element movement equations was drawn based
on the Langrangian second-order equations [3, 4].

4. Outcomes of Computer-Run Simulation
The computer-run simulation was performed on a personal computer using the Maple [11] and Compaq
Visual Fortran software [12]. The matrixes of finite element masses, mechanical energy damping and stiffness
were generated in the Maple software environment whereas the mathematical model of gate was developed using
the Compaq Visual Fortran software. As noted before, the mathematical model was designed specially for the
purpose of investigating the particular traffic accident. We determined the force of impact upon the gate Fgate
based on the available speed value of the motor vehicle concerned and then added this force at certain nodes of
the gate finite elements [3].
The situations of motor vehicle–gate interaction (Figure 4) were simulated and investigated, the
computational scheme and the outcomes of computer-run simulation are presented in Figure 7:
a) the motor vehicle and the horizontal beam of the gate interact on the horizontal plane along the transverse
axis of the gate;
b) the motor vehicle and the vertical beam of the gate (fixed between the two horizontal beams) interact on the
vertical plane along the transverse axis of the gate.

a)

b)

Figure 7. The computational scheme and the outcomes of computer-run simulation

Conclusions
1) The mathematical model of transport and pedestrian traffic restricting gate is designed. The gate was
modelled based on the first-order one-dimensional finite elements taking into account only the resilience of
the gate elements and the impact of soil on the ground-embedded parts of the gate support and auxiliary
posts.
2) The specific traffic accident was investigated using the mathematical model of gate designed. The potential
deformations of gate elements were determined based on the mathematical model designed. Based on the
investigation results, it was concluded that the impact of motor vehicle on the gate had not actually occurred.
3) The mathematical model of gate presented may be applied (alone or in combination with other models) for
investigating and simulating other traffic accidents, too.
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